The
The work presented in this paper has been conducted in the context of the EU-funded research project GENESIS: "Enterprise Application Interoperability via Internet-Integration for SMEs, Governmental Organisations and Intermediaries in the New European Union" [10] . Project goal is the research, development and pilot application of the needed methodologies, infrastructure and software components that will allow the typical, usually small and medium, European enterprise to conduct its business transactions over Internet, by interconnecting its main transactional software applications and systems with those of collaborating enterprises, governmental bodies, banking and insurance institutions with respect to the EC current legal and regulatory status and the existing one in the new EU, candidate and associate countries.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In the second chapter, issues and challenges in data modeling are discussed providing the state of the art background and related work upon which this work is based. The proposed GENESIS Data Modelling towards semantics interoperability is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 proceeds with the presentation of the GENESIS XML schema library based on the GENESIS data modelling approach. A discussion of our results and an outlook to further research activities required in the field of e-Business semantic interoperability complement this work.
State of the Art and Related Work

e-Business Standardization
Today, the prevalent "business standards dilemma" [30] , described as the diversity of standards that address particular data requirements, but are designed on such a different basis that make the choice of a specific standard to be adopted a new challenge, has emerged and is compounding the semantics interoperability problem. In the context of this work, a set of industry independent XML Data Standards have been examined-namely xCBL, eBIS-XML, OAGIS, UBL, XBRL, xCBL for the sake of the B2B aspect of the transactions conducted by SMEs.
Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS) (Version 9.1 -May 2007) [21] is an effort to provide a canonical business language for information integration dated back in the fall of 1995. It uses XML as the common alphabet for defining business messages, and for identifying business processes (scenarios) that allow businesses and business applications to communicate. OAGIS is a complete set of XML business messages, and also accommodates the additional requirements of specific industries by partnering with various vertical industry groups. OAGIS provides the definition of business messages in the form of Business Object Documents (BODs) and a set of example business scenarios that provide example usages of the BODs. OAGIS currently includes 434 Business Object Documents fulfilling the need for the definition of business objects in eCommerce, Finance, Manufacturing, Logistics, Customer Relationship Management and Enterprise Resource Planning systems. OAGIS in its latest version has adopted UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) version 2.01 and has included the approved harmonized Core Components from UN/CEFACT TBG 17 (Core Component Harmonization work group). OAGIS has also made enhancements to provide better Web services support and has issued guidelines for Web Service Description Language (WSDL that can be used to develop Web services.
eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) (Version 2.1 -December 2003) [38] is a language for the electronic communication of business and financial data and is an open standard, free of licence fees. It provides guidelines and methodologies in the preparation, analysis and communication of business reporting information. Business reporting includes, but is not limited to, financial statements, financial information, non-financial information and regulatory filings such as annual and quarterly financial statements. It is being developed by an international non-profit consortium of major companies, organisations and government agencies in order to provide a XML-based standard, with which to define and exchange business and financial performance information.
XML Common Business Library (xCBL) (version 4.0 March 2003) [39] by Commerce One provides a collection of XML specifications (both DTD and XML schema) for use in e-business transactions. xCBL provides a smooth migration path from EDI-based commerce because of its origins in EDI semantics. It is able to support all essential documents and transactions for global e-Commerce including multi-company supply chain automation, direct and indirect procurement, planning, auctions, and invoicing and payment in an international multi-currency environment, while it represents an initial alignment with the OASIS Universal Business Language (UBL) initiative, since some of the UBL recommendations have been adopted in the design of xCBL 4.0.
The Universal Business Language (UBL) [22] supported by the Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) is a royalty-free library of standard electronic XML business documents, designed to provide a universally understood and recognized commercial syntax for legally binding business documents.
UBL (Version 2.0 -December 2006) provides the following:
• A library of XML schemas for reusable data components, such as Address, Item and Payment, which are the common data elements of everyday business documents.
• A set of XML schemas for 29 common business documents such as Order, Despatch Advice and Invoice that are constructed from the UBL library components and can be used in generic procurement and transportation contexts.
• A set of processes and business rules associated with the business documents identified that define a context for their use.
UBL operates within a standard business framework such as ISO 15000-5 (UN/CEFACT CCTS) in order to provide a complete, standards-based infrastructure that can extend the benefits of existing EDI systems to businesses of all sizes. As the first standard implementation of UN/CEFACT CCTS, the UBL Library is based on a conceptual model of information components known as Business Information Entities. These components are assembled into specific document models such as Order and Invoice, which are then transformed in accordance with UBL Naming and Design Rules into W3C XML schema syntax.
The conclusion reached by the evaluation of the standards has designated UBL as the standard upon which the GENESIS Data Modelling shall be based. UBL has been chosen in favour of the UN/CEFACT CCL and NDR mainly due to the rich UBL Core Component Library already existing. UBL can be characterized as an emerging standard that has the credentials to dominate the area of Data Modelling, but to date its scope is rather limited as it covers only the basic business documents involved in a few common B2B processes. For instance, there is a whole range of business documents before and after a payment scenario that UBL does not cover. Moreover, UBL currently does not support transactions between businesses and the government or banking institutions. Therefore, taking into account that UBL's customization is relatively rigid, the need for a innovative modelling approach, that on the one hand takes advantage of UBL' s offerings but on the other, extends its scope and usage emerges.
To our knowledge, UN/CEFACT has also released an International e-Invoice (Cross-Industry electronic Invoice -CII)
[34] designed for use by the Steel, Automotive, or Electronic industries, as well as in the retail sector or Customs and other Government Authorities. However, since its first schemas were published in draft version in April 2007, it runs its inception phase and was not thus taken into account in the GENESIS evaluation phase.
UN/CEFACT e-Business Stack and Core Components Technical Specification (ISO 15000-5)
The UN/CEFACT (United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business) Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS, also known as ISO 15000-5) established in November 2003 (Version 2.01) [33] presents a methodology for developing a common set of semantic building blocks that represent the general types of business data in use today. It can be understood and interpreted by humans and machines in the same way while it provides means for the creation of new business vocabularies and restructuring of existing ones. In particular, it defines metamodels and rules necessary for describing the structure and contents of conceptual and physical/logical data models, process models, and information exchange models.
The UN/CEFACT provides several specifications that can be assembled into a modular and comprehensive eBusiness stack which is depicted in Figure 1 . Recent research publications thoroughly describe this framework and its architectural ideas on how to apply the stack in e-Business environments to support semantic and application interoperability ( [27] , [14] ). In the course of this work, we focus on the major building block of the e-Business stack, the Core Component Technical Specification, which is described briefly in the following. The purpose of using Core Components as part of the ebXML framework is to ensure that two trading partners using different syntaxes (e.g. XML and United Nations/EDI for Administration, Commerce, and Transport (UN/EDIFACT) [37] 
Requirements of Business Document Modelling
The definition of the characteristics of the business documents that are to be exchanged among businesses and public organizations during the execution of business processes is a key issue for achieving semantic interoperability. In the context of the GENESIS project, business document modelling requirements were initially gathered by conducting an online survey among the project partners. The requirements were refined by discussions and interviews with the user partners and their technical staff. Overall, these requirements addressed common data modelling requirements found in the literature, such as low complexity of the document elements, ease of use, flexibility and optimum document size in order to achieve high performance during the exchange of these business documents.
Further requirements were addressed during the definition and creation of the business documents. More specific, user modelling experiences taken into account in the GENESIS project have emphasized on three major requirements:
First, reusability of knowledge compensates the missing modelling know-how of employees at SMEs who are generally characterized as all-rounder or multi-task worker. In contrast to large enterprises employing specialists for modelling business processes SMEs do not have these resources. Therefore by means of templates and best practices the user is relieved from routine modelling activities. Additionally by supporting a new concept transforming the software paradigm Design Pattern [8] to collaborative processes it renders assistance to model process transactions among business partners. Besides this so-called business transaction design pattern [35] a central repository for process and data building blocks enables a high reusability by adapting, adding or creating collaborative business processes.
Search criteria combined with a specified context, for instance the country, business partner role or industry, lead to the second requirement of the user perspective, the integrated semantic. A common understanding with regard to description of processes and data across enterprise and even department borders is a prerequisite to solve this business dilemma [30] . A concept handling the accustomed terminology of the different user groups (e.g. a business expert speaks another language than an IT specialist) is required to reduce misunderstandings and potential sources of error. Especially the growing international orientation of SMEs increases this phenomenon due to regional, cultural or language differences as modelling experiences in GENESIS have shown. As a result of this additional information overload the modelling approach has to provide only the relevant information according the users' specific context. Unnecessary information has to be hidden.
Combined with the above requirement for an integrated semantic, reusability leads to the demand for reduced complexity, the third and last requirement of the user perspective [7] . Different levels of abstraction and granularity as well as different views on business processes provide multiple modelling environments corresponding to the respective user groups. In this sense business people view a company as a set of processes that generate and consume different kind of flows and are carried out by resources. From another perspective, IT people interpret a company as a set of information systems or services [2] .
GENESIS Project Overview
The EU-funded GENESIS project [10] aims at increasing the adoption of e-Business specifically among SMEs. Major goal within the project is the design and the implementation of an interoperable platform that enables seamless and cross-organizational collaboration among business partners. Based on the Balanced Scorecard approach, earlier research results analyze economic benefits for SMEs when participating at those platforms: SMEs may capitalize from reduced operating costs and improved gains (financial perspective), increased customer satisfaction and retention (customer perspective), faster and more efficient internal processes (internal working process perspective), improved supply chain integration (supply chain perspective), and technological advancements (system benefits) [12] .
In the course of the project, we examine and model the processes and information entities exchanged by the SMEs with other enterprises (B2B), governmental institutions (Business-to-Government: B2G) or Intermediaries (Businessto-Intermediary B2I, e.g. Banks) following an integrated modelling approach for collaborative business processes and business documents (detailed presentation in Chapter 3).
From an architectural perspective, the GENESIS system can be described as follows: A central server and decentrally installed adapters and/ or Web clients provide the necessary functionality to connect the users to the system, to manage the communication between them and to provide an environment for business processes and document modelling and execution. Apart from that, the server follows a store-and-forward approach that takes into account that SME users are not necessarily continuously connected to the Internet. The server is able to temporarily store business messages and forward them to other users as soon as they are connected. The server also contains a registry and repository part (containing the GENESIS Common Library (CL)), which is devoted to storing templates for the supported processes and business documents (both graphical and XML schema representations) of all registered SMEs and supporting the negotiation of business conditions among SMEs. When connecting to the system, clients are supposed to send their respective user context (formalized according to the existing guidelines of the CCTS) and the names of supported processes to the server. The server then passes back process definitions and XML schemas (representing the business documents) to the client that are appropriate for the individual context. Further, clients are enabled to connect to the system in two different ways. A fat client, called adapter, can be installed on the side of the users to connect legacy IT systems to the GENESIS system. This adapter realizes a machine-to-machine interface for an efficient automated transaction processing. In case users do not wish to leverage existing IT systems, a Web client is provided as a machine-to-human interface to access the system.
Benefits of such a "hybrid" approach of central and decentral components include the ability to shield technical peculiarities of local IT installations via web service based adapters on client side and to ensure seamless collaboration of the diverse stakeholders, at the same time providing the reliability of a central server that enables users to register themselves, to configure supported processes and data as well as to negotiate the exact conditions of an electronic business relationship. We refer to recent research results of the authors which provide more details with respect to architectural considerations (e.g. [24] , [4] , [28] , [11] , and [25] ).
GENESIS Data Modelling Framework
Overview of the Data Modelling Approach
The main purpose of our data modelling approach is to achieve semantic interoperability among businesses and public organizations. The essential concept of the data modelling approach developed in the course of the GENESIS project is the utilization of reusable data components in order to allow for reusability of data elements, an improved interoperability between the various stakeholders, and to avoid transaction errors due to ambiguous notation. This concept is closely aligned to and based on the CCTS concepts described in section 2.2. The overall approach comprises four phases and is depicted in Figure 2 . The four-step approach has been applied for the modelling of business documents exchanged within different kinds of collaborative business processes (B2B, B2G and B2I). In a first step, the approach starts with capturing the 'as-is' Hoyer; Spiros Mouzakitis; Christoph Schroth Based on this collection of raw information, Specific Structured Business Documents (SBDs) are created in a graphical modelling environment, which allows or an integrated modelling of processes and data [26] . These SBDs still represent business documents that are modelled according to the specific and individual needs of the users, but the document structure and the reusable components out of which the business documents are assembled from are modelled following the CCTS specification and the use of the context-principle to include contextual information (like, e.g., geopolitical, industry, or system capabilities). Further, the structures of the UBL business document library are used as templates during the modelling phase to ensure high interoperability and reusability of data components. Figure 3 depicts the integrated modelling methodology which was implemented on the basis of ADONIS®. It can be seen as an integrated modelling environment [16] that has been customized according to the GENESIS modelling method. An excerpt of a collaborative business process scenario is shown and the directly integrated business document modelling environment is shown exemplarily. The third step of the modelling approach comprises the generalization of SBDs into Generic Structured Business Documents (GBDs). The GBDs serve as generic template documents that can be regarded as supersets of the numerous specific documents. They still include the context information from the specific documents which enables users of generic business documents to clearly identify the relevant business information (data components) that apply to a specific usage scenario.
As a last step, a methodology has been defined in order to serialize the generic document models into XML schemas. On XML syntax level, the UN/CEFACT specifies a set of so-called Naming and Design Rules (UN/CEFACT NDR) which we make use of to create the generic XML-schema documents. Under consideration of the above-mentioned context principle, we integrate our context categories into the XML schema documents in order to make the context information available on the level of the technical representation of the business documents as well. The standard complaint extension and restriction mechanism and the context annotation of the XML schema documents enables mapping engines to leverage the contextual information to allow for a semi-automatic mapping of business documents between business partners from different contexts.
The next sections in this paper provide further detail on the GENESIS data modelling approach focusing on the visual assembly of business documents and the serialization of them to XML schema documents.
Visual Assembling of Contextualized Business Documents
In this section, we provide details about our approach to incorporate the business document modelling approach into the ADONIS® modelling environment. The establishment of a common repository of information modelling building blocks and an intuitive modelling approach that guides users along an unambiguous methodological path are the crucial factors for facilitating business information interoperability. The following paragraphs highlight the cornerstones of our newly developed method that offers an integrated modelling of the relevant aspects in the area 
of business document modelling which comprise the elements and their relations among each other: business document is the key element between processes, rules and information entities; the document is used by actors within activities of a business process and business/legal rules may impact the use or the content of a document, composed of business information entities.
To support the graphical modelling of CCTS based information entities, a new model type called "Business Information Model", which offers both intuitive and comprehensive description of business documents, has been implemented in the modelling environment. The following three main artefacts were developed and used during business document modelling:
• The Specific Business Document (SBD) summarizes information about a complete and user-specific document and is referenced in user-specific process models. SBDs include context information that specifies the business environment in which they can be used.
• The Generic Business Document (GBD) can be considered a consolidated version of several userspecific documents and features all data items that occur in any of the affiliated SBDs. The idea behind the establishment of GBDs was to create data templates that can be used by all clients and only need to be restricted according to user context to exactly match the respective users' business requirements. GBDs are then referenced from harmonized collaboration process model. They also include contextual information to allow a (potentially) automated derivation of specific business documents.
• Finally, Business Information Entities (BIEs) are those components that are used to assemble both SBDs and GBDs. As defined in the CCTS meta-model, Basic Business Information Entities (BBIEs), Aggregated Business Information Entities (ABIEs), and Association Business Information Entities (ASBIEs) are the reusable building blocks that are used by the CCTS meta-model (We refer to [33] for detailed information on the CCTS meta-model). We also extend these modelling elements by implementing the context principle to allow for contextualized business document elements also on lower and more fine-grained levels. The modelling of complex business documents can comprise of a large number of different information entities and can be a complex and time consuming task, also for modelling experts. To facilitate the modelling of business documents, our environment provides a library of reusable business document building blocks that are based on the UBL common library. Via this approach, modellers can leverage the professional business expertise inherent to the UBL framework, with regards to structure and content of business documents. They can choose from existing data components (e.g. an address), and use them via referencing them in their actual model of a business document. If required, the data component templates can be further adapted to the needs of the specific end-user requirements by reducing superfluous data elements or by adding new data elements.
During the creation of GBDs, the models of SBDs of the same document type (e.g. Order) are consolidated into one generic document by building the super-set of the SBDs. During this step, the contextual information is added to the GBDs in order to allow a derivation of the originally user-specific SBDs and to determine why specific data elements are part of the GBDs. This information is very useful for the later use of the business documents, especially during Hoyer; Spiros Mouzakitis; Christoph Schroth [30] . In Figure 5 , the use of contextual information and the assembly of a generic business document are shown for a (very) simplified order document and the usage of one context category (country context). The Greek order document consists of a purchase order number, based on an "Identifier" CCTS Core Data Type, and a customer reference, modelled as a "Text" Core Data Type. In case of an Austrian order document, we assume that the order includes one additional data element, the issue date (on the basis of a "Date" Core Data Type). Further, the customer reference was modelled using a "Code" Core Data Type. The generic business document now includes all data elements and also context values that specify in which country a data element is used.
Figure 5: From specific to Generic Business Documents
With regards to the usage of UBL templates in the graphical modelling environment, our approach is restricted by certain limitations. In case of business documents, for which UBL does not provide any templates (mainly the case for B2B and B2I business documents), the structured SBDs have to be created from scratch. Via this approach, the resulting SBDs might differ significantly in their structure, which makes the consolidation to GBDs a bit more complex. However, once a first generation of GBDs exists for these kinds of business documents, users can use the GBDs as templates to model their SBDs and proceed exactly as in the case of UBL templates.
During the modelling activities of the GENESIS project, a comprehensive repository of specific and generic business documents was built that provides contextualized business documents for supporting different collaboration process types. In addition to the UBL library which focuses mainly on B2B related business documents, the developed GENESIS business document library supports also collaboration process types of the area of B2G and B2I. In the case of the e-Government related business documents, we decided on the basis of the documents' prestige and frequency to initially applying the GENESIS Data Modelling Methodology to: Periodic VAT Statement, Annual VAT Statement, INTRASTAT Statement -Arrivals, INTRASTAT Statement -Dispatches, Social Security Statement and Declaration of a new employee. The Aggregate Business Information Entities (ABIEs) identified in the aforementioned documents were assembled into generic components, leading to a repository of e-Government components (see also [18] ). The generic components may have been extracted by more than one ABIE, in the case that conflicts in the names or the context were detected (e.g. the component person represents the common denominator of the Periodic and Annual VAT Statement, the INTRASTAT Statement and the Social Security Statement).
A further demonstration of the modeling capabilities of our approach and a comprehensive example for a business document of the GENESIS e-Government repository can be found in [18] , where a "real world" example of a business document of a "VAT Statement" in the Greek context was modelled. Even though the overall document structure was created from scratch following the described modelling approach, certain elements of the business documents could be reused from the existing template library, e.g. the party or the address data components. This again demonstrates the benefits of a core component based modelling approach.
Context-dependent XML Schema Representation
After having elaborated in the visual assembly of business documents following the GENESIS data modelling methodology, we now present our approach on how to represent contextualized business documents (both specific and generic) on XML schema level. The technical representation and application of the concepts described above is a key to achieve technical interoperability between the end-users' heterogeneous systems. The developed XML schema business documents which are based on standards like the UN/CEFACT NDR and UBL Common Library provide common syntax and semantic to allow for an efficient and interoperable exchange of business documents. The generic XML schema documents are a XML-representation of the generic data models that were modelled and graphically represented in the ADONIS environment. They include the representation of the context information modelled in ADONIS which are realized via XML annotations to all data components and business documents. The basic components for the message-assembly are the UN/CEFACT Core Data Types (CDT) [40] , which are referenced by the GENESIS reusable Aggregated Business Information Entities. These reusable components are again referenced by the main documents to assemble the overall structure of the generic business documents. The specific XML-schema documents can then be derived from the generic XML schema. Prototypical transformation scripts (based on XSL Transformations (XSLT)) were developed and successfully tested during the project work. The derived specific XML-schema document represents a business document according to a user's specific context, e.g. an order document valid for the country-context "Greece" and for the industry "Manufacturing". All XML documents have been created according to the UN/CEFACT NDR [36] -including additional context information (via annotations).
Further, the GENESIS XML schema business documents are characterized as follows: Hoyer; Spiros Mouzakitis; Christoph Schroth A Core Component-based Modelling Approach for Achieving e-Business Semantics Interoperability
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GENESIS
Namespace. An XML Namespace is a W3C standard for providing uniquely named elements and attributes in an XML instance. The namespace concept ensures to avoid naming conflicts that might occur due to the fact that XML instances may contain element or attribute with equal names from more than one XML vocabulary. It resolves the possible ambiguities between identically named elements or attributes by giving a namespace to each vocabulary. The namespace concept is essential to realize the component-based data modelling approach of CCTS and also the GENESIS meta-model for business information. XML namespaces enable the creation of so-called schema modules and the definition of reusable data building blocks. The GENESIS namespace convention for the creation of the GENESIS XML schema documents are closely aligned with the namespace concepts defined in the UN/CEFACT NDR.
In the following example for the GENESIS "Order" document, the different namespaces are defined for the later import of the referencing schema modules (see Table 1 ). We used the abbreviations for the namespaces as defined by the UN/CEFACT NDR. The only extension of the UN/CEFACT NDR standard is the namespace of the reusable ABIE (xmlns:ram), the XML schema library of the reusable data components created specifically for our project. This extension enables a better readability and logical conciseness of the implementation of the GENESIS meta-model in XML schema. The GENESIS context categories used to categorize the data entities of the generic documents according to the users' requirements during the GENESIS project included "geopolitical" and "system capabilities" context categories.
Context Approach in GENESIS XML
The geopolitical context category enables the modelling of data entities with respect to their country specific characteristics. This context category is exactly the same as defined by UN/CEFACT CCTS. Possible values are defined by UN/CEFACT code list "Country Code" of ISO, version 2004-09-14. The system capability context category was created to take into account system specific characteristics of data entities and their representations in enterprise transaction systems of different vendors. We established this context category in a first version with values that describe the vendors of the IT systems used by the GENESIS partners.
GENESIS XML Schema Library
Based on the GENESIS Data Modelling Framework, we have modelled and created more than 35 business document types in different contexts (countries as well as backend systems) and for different business processes (B2B: Create Catalogue, Sourcing Buyer Initiated, Ordering, Billing; B2G: Periodic VAT Statement, Annual VAT Statement, Intrastat Statement, Social Security, Employee Contracting; B2I: Bank Payment). In contrast to UBL and its limitation to B2B business processes and the CCTS approach focusing solely on the actual core component principle but not providing complete business documents, the GENESIS XML schema library represents a first implementation of a context-dependent core component-based approach covering B2B, B2G, as well as B2I business documents.
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLschema" xmlns="urn:eu:genesis:schema:AnnualVATStatement:1" xmlns:udt="urn:un:unece:uncefact:data:standard:UnqualifiedDataType:2" xmlns:qdt="urn:un:unece:uncefact:data:draft:QualifiedDataType:1" xmlns:ram="urn:eu:genesis:schema:ram:genesisABIE:1" xmlns:cda="urn:eu:genesis:context:1" xmlns:ccts="urn:un:unece:uncefact:documentation:2" targetNamespace="urn:eu:genesis:schema:AnnualVATStatement:1" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified" version="1.0"> <!--===== Imports ===== --> <xsd:import namespace="urn:un:unece:uncefact:data:standard:UnqualifiedDataType:2" schemaLocation="../../common/www.unece.org/uncefact/data/standard/UnqualifiedDataType_2p0.xsd"/> <!-other imports --> <!--===== Root Element ===== --> <xsd:element name="AnnualVATStatement" type="AnnualVATStatementType"/> <xsd:complexType name="AnnualVATStatementType"> <xsd:annotation> <xsd:documentation xml:lang="en"> <ccts:UniqueID>EU00000000000000234</ccts:UniqueID> <ccts:Acronym>RSM</ccts:Acronym> <ccts:Name>Annual VAT Statement</ccts:Name> <ccts:Version>1.0</ccts:Version> <ccts:Description>Annual VAT Statement of the GENESIS B2G business process</ccts:Description> </xsd:documentation> </xsd:annotation> <xsd:sequence> <xsd:element name="Year" type="udt:DateType" minOccurs="0"> <xsd:annotation> <xsd:documentation xml:lang="en"> <!-documentation --> </xsd:documentation> <xsd:appinfo> <cda:BusinessContext> <!--========= Context Category: Geopolitical ============== --> <cda:GeopoliticalContextCategory> <cda:CountryCode>GR</cda:CountryCode> </cda:GeopoliticalContextCategory> </cda:BusinessContext> </xsd:appinfo> </xsd:annotation> </xsd:element> <xsd:element ref="ram:TaxationPeriod" minOccurs="0"> <xsd:annotation> <xsd:documentation xml:lang="en"> <!-documentation --> </xsd:documentation> <xsd:appinfo> <cda:BusinessContext> <!--========= Context Category: Geopolitical ============== --> <cda:GeopoliticalContextCategory> <cda:CountryCode>CY</cda:CountryCode> <cda:CountryCode>GR</cda:CountryCode> </cda:GeopoliticalContextCategory> </cda:BusinessContext> </xsd:appinfo> </xsd:annotation> </xsd:element> <!--other reusable elements --> </xsd:sequence> </xsd:complexType> </xsd:schema> 
Example
By means of an example B2G business document (Annual VAT Statement), this section is devoted to illustrate the technical implementation of the GENESIS XML schema library. We chose a B2G document to demonstrate the synergy effects of an integrated library approach covering B2B, B2G, as well as B2I business processes. Reusable data building blocks of the B2B context (i.e., address or period) can be reused in the B2G context as well.
The XML code depicted in Figure 9 in the below represents the Annual VAT Statement main document following the UN/CEFACT NDR [36] . The NDR define a set of rules for transforming CCTS based artefacts into XML schema and XML based instances. To reference the reusable data building blocks and the core data types, files are imported and relevant namespaces are defined. We used the abbreviations for the namespaces as described above. The only extension of the UN/CEFACT NDR standard is the namespace of the GENESIS reusable ABIE (xmlns:ram) and the GENESIS context categories (xmlns:cda) as indicated in ellipse number 1 of Figure 9 . As described earlier, it enables a better readability and logical conciseness of the implementation of the GENESIS meta-model in XMLschema. In case of the Associated Basic Information Entity ram:TaxationPeriod, for example, we refer to the GENESIS namespace of the reusable ABIE (ellipse number 2, Figure 9 ) which specifies the taxation period. This paper is Available online at www.jtaer.com DOI: 10.4067/S0718-18762008000200002 context categories allow the differentiation between Greece and Cyprus without modelling the business document twice. In Cyprus, the year element is not relevant whereas the element is mandatory in the Greece context (ellipse 3). On the other hand, the associated TaxationPeriod is relevant in both countries (ellipse 4, Figure 9 ). By adding country contexts to a BBIE or ASBIE, the GENESIS library can be easily extended and is prepared for an evolution over time. In addition, new elements can be added with their relevant context category without changing the structure of the existing business document.
The referenced TaxationPeriod of the Annual VAT Statement is based on the PeriodType complex type specified in the GENESIS Reusable Data Building Blocks (ABIE). As depicted in Figure 10 , the GENESIS reusable ABIEs are structured equally to the main documents. In this sense, the Period contains of different BBIEs such as EndDate and Month. To specify the data type of the EndDate element, for example, we refer to the CCTS Core Date Type udt:DateType (ellipse number 5 of Figure 10 ). 
Conclusions
Motivated by the increasing need to achieve semantic interoperability among SMEs, Governmental Bodies and Banking Institutions, this paper has presented an integrated data modelling approach that links processes and documents and at the same time takes into account the diverse stakeholders' requirements. The proposed framework builds upon existing standards, such as the Universal Business Language and the UN/CEFACT CCTS, which were designated by the evaluation of the state of the art. The concept of contextualized generic business data models, which are modelled as a superset of the respective specific business documents, has also been introduced and allows for the derivation of specific data models according to business context in which the document is used. The framework does not only comprise graphical representations of the business document models, but also their technical representation in terms of XML schema documents. As a result, a comprehensive business document repository has been developed, that comprises 35 generic business document types ranging from B2B, B2G, and B2I documents that were assembled out of more than 100 specific business documents. Furthermore, a comprehensive library of reusable business information entities has been developed that allows to easily modelling new business documents leveraging the existing business knowledge to ensure a efficient and sustainable growth of the GENESIS business document library.
Future steps of our work include the integration of additional business processes with their corresponding business documents as well as the coverage of additional countries and other system vendors. Currently, a prototypical ellipse 5
